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Abstract. Service Level Agreements are a key issue in Service OrientedCom-
puting. SLA contracts specify client requirements and service guarantees, with
emphasis on Quality of Service (cost, performance, availability, etc.). In this work
we propose a simple model of contracts for QoS and SLAs that also allows to
study mechanisms for resource allocation and for joining different SLA require-
ments. Our language combines two basic programming paradigms: name-passing
calculi and concurrent constraint programming (cc programming). Specifically,
we extendcc programming by adding synchronous communication and by pro-
viding a treatment of names in terms of restriction and structural axioms closer
to nominal calculi than to variables with existential quantification. In the result-
ing framework, SLA requirements are constraints that can begenerated either
by a single party or by the synchronisation of two agents. Moreover, restricting
the scope of names allows for local stores of constraints, which may become
global as a consequence of synchronisations. Our approach relies on a system of
namedconstraints that equip classical constraints with a suitable algebraic struc-
ture providing a richer mechanism of constraint combination. We give reduction-
preserving translations of bothcc programming and the calculus of explicit fu-
sions.

1 Introduction

An important aspect of web services concerns client requirements and service guaran-
tees with emphasis on Quality of Service, such as cost, performance, availability. These
are commonly referred to as Service Level Agreements. SLAs between organisations
are used in several areas of IT services, like hosting and communication services. The
terms and conditions appearing in a SLA contract can be negotiated among the con-
tracting parties prior to service execution.

In this paper we present a simple calculus, calledcc-pi calculus, for modeling pro-
cesses able to specify QoS requirements and to conclude SLA contracts. The proposed
language is also equipped with mechanisms for resource allocation and for joining dif-
ferent SLA requirements. Our approach combines basic features of name-passing cal-
culi and of concurrent constraint (cc) programming.
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Name-passing calculi, such as the pi-calculus [7], are a keyparadigm of compu-
tation whose interaction mechanism may dynamically changethe communication to-
pology. Since the introduction of name-passing calculi, the notion ofnameshas been
recognised as crucial in theories for concurrency and mobility.

The name-passing calculus we start with is the pi-F calculus[19]. The pi-F cal-
culus is a variant of the pi-calculus [7], whose synchronisation mechanism is global
and, instead of binding formal names to actual names, it yields explicit fusions, i.e.
simple constraints expressing name equalities. For example, consider two processes
u〈v〉.P andu〈x〉.Q, that are ready to make an output and an input onu, respectively.
The interaction between these processes results in the explicit fusion of v andx. This
fusion will also affect any further processR running in parallel:R|u〈v〉.P|u〈x〉.Q →
R|P|Q|x = v. The restriction operator(x) can be used to limit the scope of a fusion,
e.g.:R|(x)(u〈v〉.P|u〈x〉.Q) → R|(x)(P|Q|x = v).

The cc-pi calculus extends the pi-F calculus by generalising explicit fusions likex=
v to named constraintsand by adding primitives for handling such constraints. While
the informal concept of constraint is widely used in a variety of different fields, a very
general, formal notion of constraint system has been introduced in thecc programming
paradigm [15]. Actually,cc programming is a simple and powerful computing model
based on a shared store of constraints that provides partialinformation about possible
values that variables can take. Concurrent agents can act onthis store by performing
either atell action (for adding a constraint, if the resulting store isconsistent) or
an ask action (for checking if a constraint isentailedby the store). As computation
proceeds, more and more information are accumulated, thus the store ismonotonically
refined.

Of the classicalcc programming paradigm we keep theask andtell constructs,
but we extend/modify several other aspects. Maybe the most radical change is to give up
the monotonicity requirement. While non-monotonicity wasalready present in the so-
calledlinear cc programming [14], the introduction in our calculus of aretract con-
struct, whose effect is to erase a previously told constraint, is strongly suggested by the
need of allocating a resource and of deallocatingthe sameresource. Of course mono-
tonicity is the basis of several properties ofcc programming, which thus do not hold
in our framework. However whenever retracts are forbidden,or their usage is limited,
some of the useful properties could be reinstated. We also introduce acheck operation
for verifying if a constraint is consistent with the store ofconstraints.

Another important difference with respect to [15] is that weadopt a different con-
cept of general, abstract constraint system. While the classical notion is equipped with
an operation of entailment and a predicate of consistency, being based on Dana Scott’s
information systems, we employ constraints forming c-semirings [2]. Roughly, a c-
semiring consists of a set equipped with two binary operations, the sum+ and the
product×, such that+ is associative, commutative and idempotent,× is associative
and commutative and× distributes over+. A c-semiring is automatically equipped
with a partial orderinga≤ b, which means thata is more constrained thanb, or, more
interestingly, thata entailsb, a ` b. The suma+b chooses the worst constraint better
thana andb, while the producta×bcombines two constraints. The simplest c-semiring
consists of the booleans with∨ as+ and∧ as×.



Our c-semirings enjoy two kinds of nice properties. On the one hand they are very
stable, since cartesian products, functional spaces and powerdomains of c-semirings
are c-semirings. On the other hand c-semirings are quite adequate for modeling the so-
calledsoftconstraints, i.e. constraints which do not return only trueor false, but more
informative values instead. In fact it is easy to define c-semirings expressing fuzzy, hier-
archical, or probabilistic values. Also, optimization algorithms work on the c-semiring
consisting of the reals plus infinity with the operations of sum as× and min as+. Sev-
eral efficient algorithms defined for ordinary, crisp constraints, like local propagation or
dynamic programming, can be generalized to c-semirings.

The former kind of properties is used in the paper to model networks of constraints
for defining constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [8]. In fact, a single constraint, or
even a network of constraints, is a function which, given an assignment of the variables
to some domainD, returns a boolean, or rather a value in a generic c-semiringin the
soft case. CSPs are a well-established formalism, especially studied in the artificial
intelligence area, adequate to specify many kinds of real-life problems. In this paper
we do not fully explore the latter aspect of c-semirings. However we consider it as
extremely valuable and we plan to further exploit it in the future. In fact, we believe
that a lot of non-functional requirements of QoS can be adequately modeled using c-
semirings.

The last, important difference with respect to [15] is that we handle variables, or
rather names, in a very different way. In ordinarycc programming, constraints involv-
ing variables are seen as relations, in the style of Tarski’scylindrical algebras. This
interpretation is particularly visible in the axioms for hiding (written as∃) and variable
equality. Instead, in ournamedconstraints we regard variables as ordinary names in the
pi-calculus style. More precisely, names are introduced, as for pi-calculus agents [9], by
means of permutation algebras. Operations of permutation algebras are permutations of
names. A key concept of permutation algebras is thesupportof a value, that specifies
the set of names such that the permutations which do not affect them do not modify
the value. Thus, equipping a c-semiring with a permutation algebra structure allows
to characterise the set of relevant, i.e.free, names of a constraintc as the support of
c. Since the treatment of names is the same, we can handle constraints as processes,
making both syntax and semantics of our calculus simpler andmore natural.

Besidesask, tell, retract andcheck there is another way in which agents can
interact with the constraints existing in the system. In fact, synchronization of processes
works like a globalask andtell construct. Two agents trying to perform an outputx〈y〉
and an inputx′〈y′〉 action can synchronize only if the constraintx= x′ is entailed by the
store. The result of the synchronization is a new constrainty = y′ which is told to the
store. Fusiony = y′ can modify deeply the store, depending on the actual constraint
system. For instance it can allow two local constraints to interact, establishing a SLA
between the two partners. However, if the resulting constraint is inconsistent, the syn-
chronization is forbidden. It can become possible at some later time if some other agent
performs aretract action which makes the store less constrained.

The special role of fusions in the control mechanisms of our calculus requires their
presence in all constraint systems. Thus, we propose named c-semirings with name
fusions, or equalities, as the underlying data model of cc-pi calculus.



In the paper, we show the generality of our approach by proposing three exam-
ples of named c-semirings, i.e. name equalities, Herbrand constraint systems, and soft
CSPs, and we prove that they are effectively named c-semirings. We also show how
our model can be applied in specifying and monitoring SLAs. Finally, we explore the
expressiveness of our calculus by giving reduction-preserving translations of Pi-F and
cc programming into cc-pi.

A motivating exampleConsider a service offering computing resources (e.g. units of
CPUs of a given power) and suppose the service provider and a client want to reach a
SLA. The providerPN, with N available resources and the clientCn requiring at least
n resources can be specified in our framework as follows, beingmax the maximum
number of resources that can be allocated to each client:

PN = (x0)(tell (x0 = N).Q(x0))
Q(x) = (v)(x′)(tell (x′ = x−v).tell (v≤ max).c〈v〉.Q(x′)).

Cn = (y)(tell (y≥ n).c〈y〉.τ.retract (y≥ n).tell (y = 0)).

In words,PN first sets the initial number of resources toN and evolves toQ. Process
Q creates a namev representing the resources available to a client and a non-negative
namex′ counting the resources left after concluding a contract with the client;Q then
adds the constraintsx′ = x−v for setting the value ofx′ andv≤ max for imposing the
boundmax on v. Finally, Q signs the contract, i.e. it synchronises on a channelc with
a client and, if the synchronisation succeeds,Q becomes ready to accept a new request.
On the other side,Cn initially creates a local namey and places the constrainty ≥ n.
Next, Cn tries to synchronise on a public portc with a server. In case of success,Cn

makes some calculation involving the obtained resources, which is modelled as a silent
actionτ. Then,Cn releases the allocated resources by removing the above constraint ony
(retract (y≥ n)). Hence, a negotiation betweenPN andCn begins with the two parties
placing their constraints.PN andCn can then synchronise (thus yielding the fusion of
namesv andy), if the resulting constraint system is consistent, i.e. ifn ≤ min(N,max),
as shown by the graph representation below.

x0

x′ v y

x0 = N

x′ = x0 − v

v ≤ max

v = y
y ≥ n

provider PN

client Cn

Related workBacciuet al. [1] also propose a framework for specifying client require-
ments and provider guarantees on the offered services, along with negotiation mecha-
nisms. Unlike our model, their approach relies on fuzzy setsrather than on c-semirings.
The process calculus introduced in [4] focuses on controlling and coordinating dis-
tributed process interactions respecting QoS parameters expressed as c-semiring val-
ues, but the model does not cover negotiations. Theρ-calculus [11] is a concurrent
calculus with first-order constraints and high-order procedural abstraction. Akin to our
approach, theρ-calculus is parametric to a certain constraint system. In [18] the ρ-
calculus has been encoded into the Fusion Calculus [13]. Thus, we expect thatρ can



also be encoded into cc-pi. The pi+-calculus [5] is an extension of the pi-calculus with
constraint agents that can performtell andask actions. In contrast to our model, the
constraint systems are first-order theories rather than algebraic structures and they do
not support local stores. However, to our knowledge, none ofthe above languages has
been applied for specifying SLA contracts. SLAng [17] and WSLA [6] are XML-based
languages for defining SLAs at a lower level of abstractions.The elements of SLAng
are also constraints on the behaviour of associated services and service clients, but their
are specified in OCL. WSLA provides the ability to create new SLAs as functions over
existing metrics. This is useful to formalise requirementsthat are expressed in terms of
multiple QoS parameters. The semantics for expressions over metrics is not formally
defined, though.

2 Background

2.1 C-semirings

We give here the basic definitions and properties concerningc-semirings. We refer to
[2] for a more detailed treatment.

Definition 1 (c-semiring).A constraint semiring (c-semiring)is a tuple〈A,+, ×,0,1〉
such that: (i) A is a set and0,1 ∈ A; (ii) + is commutative, associative, idempotent,0 is
its unit element and1 is its absorbing element; (iii)× is associative, commutative and
distributes over+.

Let us consider the relation≤ overA such thata≤ b iff a+b = b. Then, it is possible
to prove that (see [2]): (i)≤ is a partial order; (ii)+ and× are monotone on≤; (iii)
× is intensive on≤: a×b≤ a,b; (iv) 0 is its minimum and 1 its maximum; (v)〈A,≤〉
is a complete lattice and, for alla,b ∈ A, + is the least upper bound operator, that is,
a+b = lub(a,b). Moreover, if× is idempotent, then:+ distributes over×; 〈A,≤〉 is a
distributive lattice and× is its greatest lower bound. Informally, the relation≤ gives us
a way to compare semiring values and constraints.

Typical examples are the c-semiring for classical CSPs〈{False,True},∨,∧, False,
True〉, the c-semiring for fuzzy CSPs〈[0,1],max,min,0,1〉, and the c-semiring for prob-
abilistic CSPs〈[0,1],max, ·,0,1〉. Since the Cartesian product of two c-semirings is still
a c-semiring, it is also possible to model multicriteria optimization in this framework.

2.2 Permutation Algebras

We denote byN the infinite, countable, totally ordered set ofnamesand we usex,y,z. . .
to denote names. We writẽx for the tuple of names〈x1, . . . ,xn〉. A substitutionis a
functionσ : N → N . We denote by[y1/x1, · · · ,yn/xn] the substitution that mapsxi into
yi for i = 1, . . . ,n and which is the identity on the other names. Theidentity substitution
is denoted by id. Apermutationis a bijective name substitution. We letρ range over
permutations. Thekernel, K(ρ) of a permutationρ is the set of the names that are
changed by the permutation. Apermutation algebrais defined by a carrier set and
by a function defining how states are transformed by the finite-kernel permutations.



An interesting example is given by the permutation algebra for the pi-calculus [9]. In
that case, the carrier contains all the processes, up to structural congruence, and the
interpretation of a permutation is the associated name substitution.

The carrier of a permutation algebra can be partitioned intoorbits, where two el-
ements are in the same orbit if one can be obtained from the other by applying some
permutation. To every elementa asymmetrysym(a) can be associated, i.e. the group of
all permutationsρ such thata= ρ(a). Thesupportsupp(a) of an elementa is the small-
est set of names such that all the permutations that do not modify them are in sym(a).
Intuitively, the names in supp(a) are the free names ofa, the permutations which do
not modify them are obviously not influent ona. Indeed, the permutations exchanging
names in supp(a) with names not in supp(a) are renamings of the free names and do
not belong to sym(a), while the permutations in sym(a) which modify only names in
the support are genuine self-transformations of the element. A permutation algebra is
finite-supportif each element of its carrier has finite support.

3 Named Constraints

In this section, we propose a definition ofnamed constraintsthat relies on the notion
of named c-semirings. Essentially, a named c-semiring is a c-semiring enriched with a
notion of name fusions, a permutation algebraA and a hiding operator (νx. ). In par-
ticular,A allows to characterise the finite set ofrelevant namesof each element of the
c-semiring as the support supp(c) of c in A, andνx.c makes a namex local in c, in the
style of process calculi. A named constraint is an element ofa named c-semiring with
an associated support.

Definition 2. We define(name) fusionsas total equivalence relations onN with only
finitely many non-singular equivalence classes. By x=y we denote the fusion with a
unique non-singular equivalence class containing x and y.

Definition 3. A named c-semiringC = 〈C,+,×,νx. ,ρ,0,1〉 is a tuple where: (i) x=y∈
C for all x and y inN ; (ii) 〈C,+,×,0,1〉 is a c-semiring; (iii)〈C,ρ〉 is a finite-support
permutation algebra; (iv)νx. : C →C, for each name x, is a unary operation; (v) for
all c,d ∈C and for allρ the following axioms hold.

(FUSE) x=y×c = x=y× [y/x]c
(HIDE) νx. 1 = 1 νx.νy.c = νy.νx.c νx.(c×d) = c×νx.d if x 6∈ supp(c)

νx.(c+d) = c+νx.d if x 6∈ supp(c) νx. c = νy. [y/x]c if y 6∈ supp(c)
(PERM) ρ0 = 0 ρ1 = 1 ρ(c×d) = ρc×ρd ρ(c+d) = ρc+ρd

ρ(νx.c) = νx.(ρc) if x /∈ K(ρ)

The (FUS) axiom accounts for combining fusions and generic elements of c-semirings:
x=y× c is equivalent to the productx=y× [y/x]c wherey is replaced byx in c. The
(HIDE) and (PERM) axioms rule how theν andρ operations, respectively, interact with
the operations of the c-semiring. The axioms (HIDE) are inspired by the analogous struc-
tural congruence axioms for restriction in process calculi. Roughly, the c-semiring prod-
uct× corresponds to the parallel composition of processes and constraint hiding is the



counterpart of restriction on processes. The notion of support supp(c) associated with
permutation algebras recalls the concept of free names in process calculi. According to
the (PERM) axioms,ρ distributes with respect to× and+, andρ is inactive on 0 and 1.
Finally, the order ofρ andν can be changed ifx is not affected byρ.

We propose below three examples of named c-semirings aimed at showing the gen-
erality of our approach. Specifically, we consider c-semirings for name equalities, for
Herbrand constraint systems and for soft CSPs. Note that these named c-semirings can
be suitably composed to model more complex constraint systems.

Example 1 (Name Equalitites).Let R be the set of all equivalence relation onN . We
defineCE as the tupleCE = 〈C,+,×,νx. ,ρ,0,1〉 such that: (i)C = R ; (ii) R1 + R2 =
R1 ∩ R2; (iii) R1×R2 = (R1 ∪ R2)

?, i.e. R1×R2 is the reflexive, transitive, and sym-
metric closure ofR1 ∪ R2; (iv) νx.R = R + {(y,z) |y,z 6= x or y = z = x}, i.e. νx.R
is obtained fromR by replacing the equivalence class ofx with the singleton{x}; (v)
ρR= {(ρ(x),ρ(y)) |(x,y) ∈ R}; (vi) 0 = (N ×N ) and 1= {(x,x) |x ∈ N }.

Proposition 1. CE is a named c-semiring with idempotent product×.

Example 2 (Herbrand Constraint System).Given a signatureΣ, let=E be an equational
theory onTΣ(N ), plus the additional axioms:

f (t1, . . . ,tn) =E f (t ′1, . . . ,t
′
n)

ti =E t ′i
i = 1, . . . ,n

x =E t t1 =E t2

[t/x]t1 =E [t/x]t2

and with the restrictions:x 6=E t(x) and f (t1, . . . ,tn) 6=E g(t1, . . . ,tm), wheret(x) is any
term different thanx which containsx and f 6= g. We defineCH as the tupleCH =
〈C,+,×,νx. ,ρ,0,1〉 where: (i)C is the set of the above-defined equational theories
plus a bottom element⊥; (ii) E1 + E2 = E1 ∩ E2; (iii) E1×E2 is the unification ofE1

andE2, i.e. it is the smallest equational theory largest than or equal to E1 ∪ E2, if it
exists, otherwise⊥; (iv) νx. E = E ∩ Ē, wheret1 =Ē t2 iff t1 = t2 or x does not occur
in t1, t2; (v) ρ t1 =ρE ρ t2 iff t1 =E t2; (vi) 0 = ⊥ and 1= {(t,t) |t ∈ TΣ(N )}.

Proposition 2. CH is a named c-semiring with idempotent product×.

Example 3 (soft CSPs).Given a domainD of interpretation forN , and a c-semiring
S= 〈A,+,×,0,1〉, asoftconstraintccan be represented as a functionc= (N →D)→A
associating to each variable assignmentη = N →D a value ofA. We defineCsoft as the
tupleCsoft = 〈C,+′,×′,νx. ,ρ,0′,1′〉 such that: (i)C is the set of all soft constraints over
N , D andS; (ii) fusionsx=y are defined as(x = y)η = 1 if η(x) = η(y), (x = y)η = 0
otherwise; (iii)(c1 +′ c2)η = c1η + c2η; (iv) (c1 ×

′ c2)η = c1η× c2η; (v) (νx.c)η =

∑d∈D (cη[d/x]), where the assignmentη[d/x] is defined, as usual, asη[d/x](y) = d if
x = y, η(y) otherwise; (vi)(ρc)η = cη with η(x) = η(ρ(x)); (vii) 0 ′ η = 0 and 1′η = 1
for all η.

Proposition 3. Csoft is a named c-semiring with idempotent product×.

Note that the support supp(c) of an element ofCsoft coincides with the support of a
functional constraintc as defined in [3].



Definition 4 ((named) constraint).Given a named c-semiring with equalities〈A,+,
×,ρ, νx. ,0,1〉, a (named) constraintc is an element of A.

We define here the notions ofconsistencyandentailmentof constraints. They are anal-
ogous to the corresponding definitions given by Saraswat andRinard [15]. Below we
abbreviate by(×C) the productc1× . . .×cn with C = {c1, . . . ,cn}.

Definition 5. Let 〈A,+,×,ρ,νx. ,0,1〉 be a named c-semiring and C⊆ A be a set of
constraints. C isconsistentif (×C) 6= 0. Moreover, given a constraint c∈ A, we say
that C entails c, written C̀ c, if (×C) ≤ c.

4 The cc-pi Calculus

4.1 Syntax

We assume the countable set of namesN and a set of process identifiers, ranged over
by D. We letc range over constraints of an arbitrary named c-semiringC .

Definition 6. The sets ofprefixesandcc-pi processesare defined as follows:

PREFIXES π ::= τ
∣∣ x〈ỹ〉

∣∣ x〈ỹ〉
∣∣ tell c

∣∣ ask c
∣∣ retract c

∣∣ check c

UNCONSTRAINED U ::= 0
∣∣ U |U

∣∣ ∑i πi .Ui
∣∣ (x)U

∣∣ D(ỹ)
PROCESSES

CONSTRAINED P ::= U
∣∣ c

∣∣ P|P
∣∣ (x)P

PROCESSES

Theτ prefix stands for a silent action, the output prefixx〈ỹ〉 for emitting over the portx
the messagẽyand the input prefixx〈ỹ〉 for receiving overxa message and binding it tõy.
Prefixtell c generates a constraintc and puts it in parallel with the other constraints, if
the resulting parallel composition of constraints is consistent;tell c is not enabled oth-
erwise. Prefixask c is enabled ifc is entailed by the set of constraints in parallel. Prefix
retract c removes a constraintc, if c is present. Prefixcheck c is enabled ifc is con-
sistent with the set of constraints in parallel.Unconstrained processes Uare essentially
processes that can only contain constraintsc in prefixestell c, ask c, retract c, and
check c. As usual, 0 stands for the inert process andU |U for the parallel composition.
∑i πi.Ui denotes an external choice in which some guarded unconstrained processUi is
chosen when the corresponding guardπi is enabled. Restriction(x)U makes the name

x local in U . A defining equation for a process identifierD is of the formD(x̃)
def
= U

with |x̃| = |ỹ|. Constrained processes Pare defined like unconstrained processesU but
for the fact thatP may have constraintsc in parallel with processes. We simply write
processes to refer to constrained processes.

We extend the usual notion offree namesof a process by stating that the set of free
names of a constraintc is the support supp(c) defined in the previous section. Formally,



the set fn(P) is inductively defined as follows:

fn(0) = /0 fn(τ.U) = fn(U) fn(x〈ỹ〉.U) = {x,y}∪ fn(U) fn(x〈ỹ〉.U) = {x,y}∪ fn(U)

fn(π.U) = supp(c)∪ fn(U) if π = tell c, ask c, retract c, check c

fn(∑i πi .Ui) = ∪i fn(πi .Ui) fn(D(x̃)) = fn(U) if D(x̃)
def
= U

fn(c) = supp(c) fn(P|Q) = fn(P)∪ fn(Q) fn((x)P) = fn(P)\{x}

We writen(P) for the set ofnamesof a processP and bn(P) = n(P)\ fn(P) for the set
of bound names; the usual notion ofα-conversion on bound names holds. ByσP we
denote the process obtained fromP by simultaneously substituting each free occurrence
of z in P by σ(z), possiblyα-converting bound names.

4.2 Operational Semantics

The reduction semantics, as usual, is given in two steps: thedefinition of astructural
congruence, which rearranges processes into adjacent positions, and anotion ofreduc-
tion relationthat captures computations.

Definition 7. We letstructural congruence, ≡, be the least congruence over processes
closed with respect toα-conversion and satisfying the following rules.

(AX-PAR) P|0 ≡ P P|Q ≡ Q|P (P|Q)|R ≡ P|(Q|R)

(AX-RES) (x)0 ≡ 0 (x)(y)P ≡ (y)(x)P P|(x)Q ≡ (x)(P|Q) if x 6∈ fn(P)

(AX-REC) D(ỹ) ≡ [ỹ/x̃]U if D(x̃)
def
= U

These axioms can be applied for reducing every processP into a normal form
(x1) . . . (xn)(C|U), whereC is a parallel composition of constraints andU is an uncon-
strained process. Specifically, the axioms are applied fromleft to right in the following
order: (AX-RES) for moving forward restrictions, and (AX-PAR) for grouping constraints
together, and (AX-REC).

Definition 8. The reduction relationover processes→ is the least relation satisfying
the following inference rules. We use the following notations: C stands for the parallel
composition of constraints c1 | . . . |cn; C consistentmeans(c1× . . .×cn) 6= 0; C ` c if
(c1× . . .×cn) ≤ c; C−c stands for c1 | . . . |ci−1 |ci+1 | . . . |cn if c = ci for some i, while
C−c = C otherwise.

(TAU) C|τ.U →C|U (TELL )C|tell c.U →C|c|U if C |c consistent

(ASK) C|ask c.U →C|U if C ` c (RETRACT)C|retract c.U → (C− c) |U

(CHECK) C|check c.U →C|U if C |c consistent

(COM) C|(x〈ỹ〉.U +∑i πi .Ui) |(z〈w̃〉.V +∑ j π′
j .Vj) −→ C|{ỹ = w̃}|U |V

if |ỹ| = |w̃|, C| ỹ = w̃ consistent and C̀ x = z

(SUM)
C|πi .Ui → P

C| ∑i πi .Ui → P
(PAR)

P→ P′

P|U → P′ |U

(RES )
P→ P′

(x)P→ (x)P′
(STRUCT)

P≡ P′ P′ → Q′ Q′ ≡ Q

P→ Q



The idea behind this reduction relation is to proceed as follows. First, rearranging
processes into the normal form(x1) . . . (xn)(C|U) by means of rule (STRUCT). Next,
applying the rules (TELL), (ASK), (RETRACT), and (CHECK) for primitives on con-
straints and the rule (COM) for synchronising processes. Finally, closing with respect to
parallel composition and restriction ((PAR), (RES)). More in detail, rule (TELL) states
that ifC|c is consistent then a process can placec in parallel withC, the process is stuck
otherwise. Rules (ASK) and (CHECK) specify that a process starting with anask c or,
respectively,check c prefix evolves to its continuation ifc is entailed byC or, respec-
tively, if c|C is consistent, and that the process is stuck otherwise. By rule (RETRACT)
a process can removec if c is among the syntactic constraints inC; e.g., the process
x=y|y = z|retract x = z.U does not affectx=y|y = z. In rules (COM), we write
ỹ = w̃ to denote the parallel composition of fusionsy1 = w1 | . . . , |yn = wn. Intuitively,
two processesx〈ỹ〉.P andz〈w̃〉.Q can synchronise if the equality of the namesx andz is
entailed byC and if the parallel compositionC| ỹ = w̃ is consistent. Note that it is legal
to treat fusions as constraintsc over C , because we only consider named c-semiring
with fusions, as noted in § 3. Rule (PAR) allows for closure with respect to uncon-
strained processes in parallel. This rule imposes to take into account all constraints in
parallel when applying the rules for constraints and synchronisation.

The present semantics does not specify how to solve at each step the constraint sys-
tem given by the parallel composition of constraintsC. However, in [10] it is shown
how to apply dynamic programming to solve a CSP by solving itssubproblems and
then by combining solutions to obtain the solution of the whole problem. A visual rep-
resentation of the problem is given by considering a graph where names are represented
as nodes and constraints as arcs connecting the names involved in each constraint.

Example 4.Let P andQ be the following two processes (we writec(x1, . . . ,xn) for a
constraintc with support supp(c) = {x1, . . . ,xn}):

P ≡ (x)(z)tell c(x).y〈x〉.x〈z〉.0 Q ≡ (w)tell c′(w,v).y〈w〉.w〈v〉.0

First, P andQ make their respectivetell actions, which necessarily succeed as the
constraint system is initially empty and the constraintsc andc′ have different support.
The graph representation of the resulting store of constraints is depicted in Fig. (a) be-
low. Next, the two processes try to synchronise on porty and, according to rule (COM),
the synchronisation takes place if the constraint combination c× c′× x = w has a so-
lution (Fig. (b)). Finally, the processes synchronise on port x, which is identified tow,
thus yielding the fusionz= v (Fig. (c)).

(a) (b) (c)

xxx

z vv v

ww w
ccc x = wx = w

c′c′ c′

z = v

Remark onretract We have chosen to introduce theretract operation in the cal-
culus in order to model non-monotonic constraint systems. For instance, an agent can



perform aretract action for removing from a store a constraint that it had previously
placed, thus enabling atell operation which would be stuck otherwise or for releas-
ing some resources after using them. Nevertheless, we can consider a version of the
cc-pi calculus not including theretract primitive. For this fragment of the calculus
the following additional axioms for relating parallel composition with product and re-
striction with hiding hold:c1 |c2 ≡ c1 × c2 and(x)c ≡ νx.c. These axioms cannot be
included in the original cc-pi calculus. In fact, a constraint c can be removed only ifc is
syntactically present in the store of constraints, while byapplying product or hiding we
generate new syntactic constraints. Note that the axioms for structural congruence in
Def. 7 along with the above ones lead to processes into a normal form (x̃)(c|U), where
U does not contain restrictions.

5 Specifying Service Level Agreements

In this section we show how to model within our framework SLA contracts. The idea is
to specify each SLA parameter as a variable and each SLA requirement or guarantee as
a constraint that connects the involved variables. The parties are modelled as commu-
nicating processes. A constraint can be generated either bya single process or by the
synchronisation of two processes that induces the identification of the communicated
values. Note that our constraint-based approach allows to specify not only negotiations
to reach a SLA contract, but also run-time checks that the contracts is not violated by
the involved parties.

Here we consider two examples that show how to apply our approach in modelling
the SLA management system. The first example is centered around the basic mecha-
nism for reaching and validating a contract. The second example extends the example
given in the introduction with three clients. For simplicity, in both examples we take the
constraint system to be a CSP by instantiating cc-pi with thenamed c-semiringCsoft,
defined in Example 3, over the c-semiringS= 〈{False,True},∨,∧,False,True〉. This
choice leads to solutions consisting of the set of tuples of legal domain values. We could
generalise such constraint system with soft constraints byreplacingSwith an arbitrary
c-semiring.

5.1 A Web Hosting Service

Consider a service that offers different web hosting solutions, varying in cost and in
bandwidth. LetP be the service provider andC be a client. Suppose thatP obtains its
bandwidth resources from a third partyT. Before the execution of the service,P and
C want to sign a SLA contract. The success of such an agreement also depends on the
resources provided byT. This scenario is depicted below.

Client C Service provider P Third party T

cost
′ ≤ max cost

cost ≥ min cost

cost = bw × 25Euros

bw
′′ ≤ max bw

x
y

z

x
y

z



The interaction protocol is as follows. Each party imposes its SLA requirements
or guarantees:P specifies the minimum costmin cost for the service and the cost per
unit of bandwidthcost= bw· 25 Euros, C imposes a maximum costmax cost it can
pay for the service, andT fixes the maximum bandwidthmax bw that it can supply.
Next, P communicates withC and withT on portsx andy, respectively. If the above
constraints are consistent with each other, i.e. ifc = ((min cost ≤ cost≤ max cost) ×
(bw≤ max bw) × (cost= bw·25 Euros) × (cost= cost′) × (bw= bw′ = bw′′)) 6= 0,
P andC can sign this contractc, by synchronising onz. Then, the service is executed
and, assumingP providesC with a certain bandwidthact bw and the corresponding
cost, the two parties validate the contract by performingcheck operations on their
respective parameters. Note that the semantics ofcheck enables this validation while
not modifying the constraints of the contract. The specification of P, C, andT in cc-pi
is as below and the whole system is represented by the parallel composition of the three
parties.

Pmin cost ≡ (bw)(cost)(tell ((cost≥ min cost)× (cost= bw·25 Euros)).
x〈bw,cost〉.y〈bw〉.z〈〉.P′

act bw
)

P′
act bw

≡ x〈act bw,act bw ·25 Euros〉.check((act bw ·25 Euros = cost)×
(act bw = bw)).z〈〉

Cmax cost ≡ (bw′)(cost′)(tell (cost′ ≤ max cost).x〈bw′,cost′〉.z〈〉.C′)
C′ ≡ (b′,c′)(x〈b′,c′〉.check((b′ = bw′)× (c′ = cost′)).z〈〉)

Tmax bw ≡ (bw′′)(tell (bw′′ ≤ max bw).y〈bw′′〉)

5.2 Resource Allocation

We consider a slightly more complex scenario of the example given in the introduction
with one providerPN and three clientsCn1

, Cn2
, andCn3

. The graph representation
of the constraint system resulting from the negotiation among the parties is depicted
below. Each node represents a variable, and each constraintis modelled by a hyperedge
connecting the variables involved in the constraint.

x0

x1

x2

x3

v1

v2

v3

y1

y2

y3

x0 = N

x1 = x0 − v1

x2 = x1 − v2

x3 = x2 − v3

v1 = y1

v2 = y2

v3 = y3

v1 ≤ max

v2 ≤ max

v3 ≤ max

y1 ≥ n1

y2 ≥ n2

y3 ≥ n3

provider PN client Cn1

client Cn2

client Cn3

Suppose thatPN has allocated the resourcesy1 andy2, with yi ≥ ni for i = 1,2, toCn1
and

Cn2
, respectively. IfCn3

makes a requesty3 ≥ n3 thatPN is not able to satisfy because
n1+n2+n3 ≥ N, the synchronisation betweenPN andCn3

cannot take place until some
resourcesyi , with yi ≥ n3, are released.



6 Expressiveness Results

Encoding Pi-F calculusWe start by recalling the Pi-F calculus. For better relatingthe
calculus with cc-pi, we present the Pi-F in the standard pi-calculus fashion rather than
in the ‘commitment’ style [19].

Definition 9. The syntax of Pi-F processes is the same as the one given in Definition 6
minus summation,tell, ask, retract, andcheck and where constraints c are taken
over the named c-semiring of equalitiesCE defined in Example 1. The structural con-
gruence≡F is as in Def. 7 plus the axioms below:

x=x≡F 0 x=y≡F y=x x=y|y=z≡F x=z|y=z (x)(x=y) ≡F 0

x=y|x〈z〉.P≡F x=y|y〈z〉.P x=y|x〈z〉.P≡F x=y|y〈z〉.P

z=y|x〈z〉.P≡F z=y|z〈y〉.P z=y|x〈z〉.P≡F z=y|x〈y〉.P

The reduction relation→F between processes is the smallest relation closed with re-
spect to | , (x) and ≡F , which satisfies:

x〈z̃〉.P|x〈w̃〉.Q→F P|Q|{z̃= w̃} if |z̃| = |w̃|

Note that this syntax rules out processes containing name fusions under prefixes. This
choice follows the analogous restriction applied in cc-pi,which avoids that two pro-
cesses synchronise and, simultaneously, add some constrains to the store, thus possibly
yielding an inconsistency.

Definition 10. The translation[[ ]]F of pi-F processes into cc-pi processes is trivial: it
maps pi-F constructs on their homonymous versions in cc-pi.

Theorem 1. 1. If P →F Q then [[P]]F → [[Q]]F . 2. If [[P]]F → Q′ then P→F Q and
Q′ ≡ [[Q]]F .

By exploiting Theorem 1 and similar results proved in [19], it is also possible to give
reduction-preserving translations of pi-calculus and Fusion [13] in cc-pi.

Encodingcc programming First, we briefly recallcc programming [15]. For the pur-
pose of a more straightforward translation into cc-pi, we present a slightly modified
version of the language. The basic ingredients of thecc programming constraint system
are a setD of primitive constraintsor tokensand a reflexive and transitiveentailment
relation` . A constraintc in a constraint system〈P (D), `〉 is an element ofP (D)?, i.e.
the closure of the powersetP (D) under entailment. The notion ofconsistencyis given
by identifying a set ofinconsistentconstraintsI . The existential operator on constraints
∃xc is formalised in terms of cylindric algebras.

Definition 11. The syntax ofcc programming is defined as follows:

PREFIXES π ::= tell c
∣∣ ask c

PROCESSES A ::= success

∣∣ π.A
∣∣ A|A

∣∣ ∑i πi .Ai
∣∣ ∃x,cA

∣∣ p(ỹ)



Following standard lines [16, 12], we replace the classicalhiding operator∃x A with
∃x,c A that represents the evolution of a process of the form∃x A′, wherec is the local
constraint produced during the evolution. Moreover,p(ỹ) is aprocedure call, wherep
is the name of the procedure and ˜y is the tuple of actual parameters. The meaning of a
process is given with respect to a set of procedure declarations of the formp(x̃) := A.
An instantiationof p(x̃) := A is an object of the formp(ỹ) := [ỹ/x̃]A. A configuration
is a pair〈c,A〉 with a constraintc representing the store and a processA. The reduction
relation→C over configurations is the smallest relation given by the following rules.

(TELL ) 〈c,tell c′.A〉 7→ 〈(c∪c′)?,A〉 if (c∪c′)? consistent

(ASK) 〈c,ask c′.A〉 7→ 〈c,A〉 if c ` c′

(SUM)
〈c,πi .Ai〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉

〈c,∑i πi .Ai〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉
(PAR)

〈c,A〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉

〈c,A|B〉 7→ 〈c′,A′ |B〉

(PAR′)
〈c,A〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉

〈c,B|A〉 7→ 〈c′,B|A′〉
(HIDE)

〈c∪∃xd,A〉 7→ 〈c′ ∪∃xd,A′〉

〈d,∃x,cA〉 7→ 〈d,∃x,c′A′〉

(PROC)
〈c, [ỹ/x̃]A〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉 and p(x̃) := A

〈c, p(ỹ)〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉

Definition 12. The translation[[ ]]F of cc processes in cc-pi is trivial:

[[success]]C = 0 [[ask c.A]]C = ask c.[[A]]C [[tell c.A]]C = tell c.[[A]]C

[[A|B]]C = [[A]]C | [[B]]C [[∃x,cA]]C = (x)(c| [[A]]C) [[∑i πi .Ai ]]C = ∑i [[πi.Ai ]]C

[[p(ỹ)]]C = Dp(ỹ)

where for eachcc procedure declaration p(x̃) := A we give a defining equation Dp(x̃) =
Q with [[A]]C = Q.

Lemma 1. A constraint system〈P (D), `〉 can be represented as a named c-semiring
〈C,+,×,νx. ,ρ,0,1〉 with: (i) C = P (D) ∪ ⊥, where⊥ corresponds to the set I; (ii)
c1 +c2 = (c1∩c2); (iii) c 1×c2 = (c1∪c2)

?; (iv) νx.c = ∃xc andρc = ρc; (v) 0 = ⊥
and1 = C.

Theorem 2. 1. If 〈c,A〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉 then c| [[A]]C → c′ | [[A′]]C. 2. If c| [[A]]C → P then
〈c,A〉 7→ 〈c′,A′〉 and P≡ c′ | [[A′]]C.

Note thatcc programminghandles the evolution of local stores of constraints through
the rule (HIDE), while cc-pi (withoutretract) obtains the same effect by reducing pro-
cesses into a normal form in which names are convenientlyα-converted. This fact plays
a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper is mainly focused on presenting the cc-pi calculus and on showing its flex-
ibility as a constrained-based model for specifying SLA contracts and resource alloca-
tion. We foresee several directions for future work. We planto consider a distributed



version of the calculus by equipping, e.g., processes with locations and by limiting the
synchronous behavior of processes and constraints to a single locality. It would also be
interesting to study suitable mechanisms for assuring transactional and security prop-
erties of process executions, e.g. by enforcing that only the process which has told a
constraint can retract it. We also intend to further study the ability of c-semirings to
model soft constraints to express nonfunctional properties of SLAs.

AcknowledgmentsWe thank the anonymous referees for helpful comments.
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